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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

We are delighted to have the opportunity to response comments and suggestions made by the editor on our manuscript. We have revised the manuscript accordingly. Detailed point-by-point responses to each comment (in blue font) are provided below.
Response to editor

Comment 1: Please clarify whether informed consent was obtained for this study. We notice on page 5 (line 86) that "the requirement of informed consent was waived" but in the "Ethics approval and consent to participate" it states that informed consent to participate was obtained. If consent was obtained, please clarify if the consent obtained was written or verbal.

Author: We have clarified on page 5 (Line 86): The requirement of written informed consent was acquired.

Comment 2: Please represent authors’ names using their full initials, not their full name, in the Authors’ Contributions section. For example, C Shi should be CS. If there are any duplicated initials, please differentiate them to make it clear that the initials refer to separate authors.

Author: We have done as suggested in the Authors’ Contributions section as followed.

LN Z, LZ, AL L, and JN H conceived the study. LN Z and LZ contributed equally to this work. CS participated in the pathological workup. YW M, WS Z, and QW S participated in the sequence alignment and scanned. JY K collected the clinical materials and MR data. ZJ L and XG X processed and analyzed the data. LN Z, LZ and JN H wrote the manuscript. All authors have reviewed and approved the manuscript.